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Table 1. K, L-lines intensity from 161Ho for transition with EY= 148.16 keV

K, L-lines:

Intensity:

K

4.0*

L,

0.8*

u
0.07

L3

0.05

*That intensity from [1], Our data normalized on intensity of Li.

As it is possible to see from table 1 more preferable to count, that transition is Ml.
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Compton scattering is a classical problem of quantum electrodynamics and has been studied
in its early beginnings. Perturbation theory and Feynman diagram technique enables
comprehensive analysis of this problem on the basis of which famous Klein-Nishina formula is
obtained [1, 2]. In this work this problem is extended to the case of finite temperature. Finite-
temperature effects in Compton scattering is of practical importance for various processes in
relativistic thermal plasmas in astrophysics. Recently Compton effect have been explored using
closed-time path formalism with temperature corrections estimated [3]. It was found that the
thermal cross section can be larger than that for zero-temperature by several orders of magnitude
for the high temperature realistic in astrophysics [3]. In our work we use a main tool to account
finite-temperature effects, a real-time finite-temperature quantum field theory, so-called
thermofield dynamics [4, 5]. Thermofield dynamics is a canonical formalism to explore field-
theoretical processes at finite temperature. It consists of two steps, doubling of Fock space and
Bogolyubov transformations. Doubling leads to appearing additional degrees of freedom, called
tilded operators which together with usual field operators create so-called thermal doublet.
Bogolyubov transformations make field operators temperature-dependent. Using this formalism
we treat Compton scattering at finite temperature via replacing in transition amplitude zero-
temperature propagators by finite-temperature ones. As a result finite-temperature extension of
the Klein-Nishina formula is obtained in which differential cross section is represented as a sum
of zero-temperature cross section and finite-temperature correction. The obtained result could be
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useful in quantum electrodynamics of lasers and for relativistic thermal plasma processes in
astrophysics where correct account of finite-temperature effects is important.
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At decay !67Lu (Ti,2=55min.) levels of rotational bands 167Yb are observed: l/2~[ 521 ], 5/2"
[ 523 ], 3/2~[ 521 ], 5/2"[ 512 ], 5/2+ [642] and 7/2+ [633]. In the shells model an odd proton in
167Lu and an odd neutron in 167Yb are accordingly in subshells \giri and 2f7/2- Spins of the basic
states are 167Lu (7/2+) and 167Yb (5/2").

We investigated low energy electromagnetic transitions between various rotational bands
and between levels belonging to the same rotational band. These gamma - transitions satisfy
I Ki-Kf | < L condition. Such transitions are resolved and not delayed. At performance of this
condition Clebsch-Gordan coefficient are different from zero.

It is known, that for the relation of electromagnetic transitions intensities inside and
between rotation states Alaga rules are fulfilled. Performance of this rule specifies that wave
functions of these levels have no presence of the other a component of rotational states.

Experimental data on properties of transitions are collected in the table. The data on energy
EY, intensity IT and multipole aL gamma - transitions are received in [1]. In the table quantum
characteristics of initial and final states of a nucleus are given, where I is a spin of a level and K
is a projection of the total angular moment onto the nucleus symmetry axis, of the multipole of
mixing parameter 82, relations intensity E2-components of gamma - quantum and rule Alaga.
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